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Chapter 1−Project Overview

Our project was to design and layout a digital Phase−lock loop.  What is a PLL, you may
ask?  A PLL is a device that is used to regenerate a clock signal that is synchronized with
the original reference signal.  In other words, a PLL has one input and one output, the
reference signal and the output signal, respectively.  These signals should be the same
frequency and at a constant phase with each other.  

What are these PLLs used for?  Phase−lock loops are used for many applications where a
clock must be generated.  PLLs can be used to generate a clock signal from a random
binary data stream, which is convenient for systems involving wireless communications,
where a synchronized clock is needed to acquire data, but the source of the signal is miles
away.  Digital PLLs are also used in IC designs to aid in the eradication of clock skew,
the bain of any high speed system designer.  Clock skew happens when a master clock
drives circuitry that is relatively far away from it.  When driving blocks that are different
distances from the master clock, the clock pulses can arrive at different times, meaning
that error can be introduced into the system.  By using digital PLLs, the designer is able
to minimize the effects of clock skew by using the master clock to generate the original
signal, while spaced PLLs regenerate the signals for use in circuitry.  

What is in a PLL?  A phase−lock loop generally consists of three parts.  The first element
is the ’phase detector’ .  This part of the circuit uses feedback from the output of the PLL
and the reference signal input to generate a signal that represents how far away the two
are from being the same.  The second part of the PLL is the filter.  The filter takes the
output from the phase detector and makes it a signal that the last block, the ’VCO’  can
use.  Typical VCOs like to have signals that are very close to DC.  The last block, the
’voltage controlled oscillator’  is the actual circuitry that generates the output signal.  The
VCO oscillates at a frequency that is dependent on the value of the filtered signal it gets
from the phase detector.  The output of the VCO changes as the control voltage changes,
and the control voltage changes as the difference between the reference signal and VCO
output changes.  This feedback is what gives the PLL the ability to lock.  

Our project includes 2 phase detectors, an XOR and a Charge pump PFD, a few different
filters, including an active lowpass, and 2 VCOs.  



Chapter 2−Circuit Description

Toplevel Organization

The chip level of our PLL has several loops and several individual blocks separately
bonded out. There is a PFD−VCOI self contained loop as well as a PFD−VCOII loop.
The Active filter is bonded out directly and can be connected externally to the other
blocks. There is a VCOI and a VCOII both with output buffers bonded for external
connection to the bonded XOR. Although the PFD is very sensitive to capacitance and
will not likely work externally connected one has been bonded out for testing purposes.
There is also a pmos, an nmos, an inverter, and an output buffer bonded out for testing
and characterization purposes.

Phase Detectors

Exclusive OR Phase Detector

The exclusive OR phase detector (XORPD) was the first phase detector we used in a
PLL. The XORPD Consists of a Pull−up and Pull−down network (PUN/PDN) of PMOS
and NMOS transistors, respectively. As shown in Appendix A, the PUN consists of 2
OR logic blocks AND−ed together, while the PDN consists of two AND logic blocks
OR−ed with each other. The result is a gate the consumes no static power, is highly
symmetrical, and has negligible propagation delay in comparison to the current starved
inverter. The only drawback of this circuit is that it needs to have the incoming signal
and its complement. In this case the added area used for the inverters does not outweigh
the effectiveness of the PD.  

Instance name: XORlogic
Sub−Instances: Inverter2

 PMOS
 NMOS

Charge Pump Phase Frequency Detector with Filter

The CPPFD is a much more complicate design than the XORPD [Appendix A]. This
design uses edge triggered D flip flops to detect the rising edges of the input and
feedback signals, setting the HIGH_OUT line high if the input line rising edge happens
first, or LOW_OUT high if the feedback rising edge happens first. The design uses a
NAND gate to reset LOW_OUT and HIGH_OUT to zero when the second edge has
arrived. The LOW_OUT and HIGH_OUT lines are tied into a charge pump, which is
simply a current mirror with switching transistors [Appendix A].  The HIGH_OUT line is
inverted and put into the switching PMOS so that if the input leads the feedback, charge
is added to the capacitor at the output [Appendix A]. Conversely, if the feedback leads



the input, an equal amount of charge (due to the current mirror) is taken of the capacitor
at the output. The major problem we had with this phase detector was that it was highly
sensitive to the value of capacitance at the output node. If we had decided to use an off−
chip capacitance, we could probably alleviated this issue. Due to this sensitivity to
capacitance, in order to mate the CPPFD designed for VCO I with VCO II , we had to
change the charge pump current to compensate for the differences in gate capacitance
between the two VCOs.  

Instance name: PFD_w_CP_and_Filt, 
 PFD_w_CP_and_Filt_II (different resistor value)

Sub−Instances:PFD 
Charge_Pump
Charge_Pump_II

D Flip Flop with Active Low Clear and Set

The D Flip Flop (DFF) used in the CPPFD design [Appendix A] is an edge triggered pass
logic device. The active low feature is necessary for proper PFD operation, but the set
feature was included in case we needed a DFF for something else. The DFF simply
clocks the information on the D(ata) line to the output, unless the asyncronous clear line
is low, in which case the output is zero. In the CPPFD, the D line is connected to VDD,
while the CLK line is connected to the input or feedback from the VCO. This turns the
DFF into a complex latch, which can be cleared at any time. The important aspect of this
design is speed, so minimum sized transistors were used.

Instance name: D_Flip_Flop_w_Set_Clear
Sub−Instances: NAND1

 XGATE1
 Inverter2

NAND Gate

The NAND design is very similar to the XOR design. It includes a PUN and PDN, it is
almost symmetrical, and its propagation delay is negligible compared to the current
starved VCO. The NAND is constructed out of minimum sized NMOS and mobility
corrected PMOS devices.  

Instance name: NAND1
Sub−Instances: PMOS

 NMOS

Transmission Gate

The transmission gate (XG) [Appendix A] is a four terminal device made from two
transistors; one NMOS, one PMOS. The two clock inputs are complements of each other
so that both devices are either on or off. Pins A and Y are bi−directional, data can flow
in either direction through them. Since we are using these transmission gates in the



middle of a logic device, it is important that it change states quickly and that its outputs
be true logic levels.

Instance name: XGATE1
Sub−Instances: PMOS

 NMOS

CMOS Inverter

Inverter2 [Appendix A] is a simple CMOS inverter with the PMOS width two times
larger than the NMOS width to compensate for mobility difference between the two
devices. This gives us a symmetrical voltage transfer characteristic for the device. The
propagation delay is again not significant, since the current starved inverters delay will be
much larger than this single inverter.  

Instance name: Inverter2
Sub−Instances: PMOS

  NMOS

VCO Circuit Description

VCO Design 

As can be said with each element of the PLL the design of the voltage controlled
oscillator is critical to the performance of the Phase Locked Loop. The initial PD chosen
was the XOR. The XOR has the disadvantage of locking on signal harmonics which
requires that the VCO not send any harmonics of the chosen operating frequency. The
center frequency for the PLL was selected to be 10MHz. This means the VCO should
operate at more than half of the center frequency(5MHz) and less than twice the center
frequency(20MHz). With these constraints in mind several VCO’s were considered
including the Source Coupled VCO and others. The biggest downfall of most of these
designs is the requirement for large capacitors and resistors using valuable silicon space.
With all these considerations in mind the Current Starved Inverter VCO is chosen for this
project. This design requires no capacitors or resistors. It is a transistor only design
similar to the simple ring oscillator. A ring oscillator is just an odd numbered chain of
inverters connected in a loop. There is no stable operating point for this circuit therefore
it will oscillate at some frequency determined by the number of inverters and the
propagation delay for the inverters. These ring oscillators are often used to characterize
the speed of a process. In order to make a ring oscillator we must change the frequency of
a ring oscillator we must change the propagation delay of the inverters. To do this we add
a pmos in series with the top of the standard inverter and an nmos in series with the
bottom nmos of the inverter. By selecting the proper circuit to bias the gates of these two
additional transistors we can limit the current to the inverter. Since the propagation delay
of the inverters in proportional to the current each inverter supplies to the output we can



effectively control the frequency. The gates of these two additional transistors are
controlled by a current mirror where the nmos gate is driven by the VCO input control
voltage. The pmos in the current mirror has its gate shorted to the drain making it active.
The higher the voltage on the nmos gate the more current in the current mirror and the
higher the frequency. The current mirror can be sized to give the optimum ratio of
current to the inverters.

VCO I

The selected operating range for our VCO as stated above is 9−11MHz with a center
frequency of 10MHz. Since at fmax the inverters are basically operating at their fastest.
We must design the inverters to operate in our range. Mosis tests show that a 31 stage
ring oscillator operates at around 104MHz. The oscillation period is roughly equivalent to
the two times the propagation delay multiplied by the number of stages. This means that
using minimum sized transistors would require 293 stages with a propagation delay of
155ps. This is unacceptable because it will require more space than an efficient layout.
By lengthening the channels of the minimum sized transistors we can slow them down.
Based on the simple RC model if we double the length of the minimum inverters channel
length double the channel resistance and double the gate capacitance. Therefore doubling
the channel length has the effect of increasing the propagation delay by a factor of four.
For our VCO we selected a channel length of four times that of the minimum sized
transistors which should slow the Ring Oscillator down to 1/8th the frequency of the
Mosis ring oscillator. Therefore our 31 stage ring oscillator should have a maximum
frequency of 104/8=13MHz. This is confirmed by simulation. For the design of the
current mirror control circuit the pmos is sized 3 times larger than the nmos to account
for the difference in the mobility of holes Vs electrons. This ratio is also repeated for the
nmos and pmos inside of the inverters. The current starving transistors need to be larger
than those in the inverter so that they don’ t greatly limit the inverters when they are hard
on. For this we will make them the same width, but we will make them minimum channel
length which will give them 4 times the aspect ratio of the inverter devices. Since the
devices have the same width the layout will be greatly simplified. Since these devices are
larger than the inverters we will ratio the current from the current mirror down to bring it
within a reasonable operating range. For this we will make the transistors in the mirror
eight times as big as those the current starving devices. Simulation shows that this
performs as expected. 

VCO I: 63nmos 63pmos

VCO II

Although the first VCO does work in the PLL there are several drawbacks to its design.
The first is that the center frequency varies with the process and cannot be adjusted
externally. This is a problem because the XOR phase detector will lock on the incoming
signal with some phase shift. Ideally this phase shift should be 90 degrees which will
allow a clock to be generated from an incoming data stream and the data to be captured



on the clock edges. If the center frequency is greater or less than Vdd/2 the phase shift of
the two signals varies from 90 degrees. Another problem with the first VCO is that below
the threshold for the nmos the current mirror shuts off and effectively stops the
oscillation all together. This makes for a very nonlinear control voltage. It is also
desirable to be able to modify the operating range of the VCO for different applications.
The second variation for the phase detector was selected to be a Phase Frequency
Detector. This does not have the problem of locking on harmonics since it is edge
triggered. For this design a more versatile VCO is also desired. All these goals can be
achieved by a slight change to the inverters, the addition of three transistor and two
external resistors to the VCO I design. The schematics for VCO II in Appendix A show
M2, M3, and M4 added to the design. M3 and M4 form a new current mirror to drive the
original mirror. The control now drives the M3 gate instead of M0 gate. This is beneficial
because the input impedance of the VCO is greatly increased since only the gate of M3 is
driven instead of the gates of all of the nmos starving transistors as in the first schematic.
The addition of M2, which is active all the time creates a current path that is on even after
M3 is cutoff. This creates a minimum frequency of oscillation for the output. By
connecting two external resistors between the lower two nmos and the upper pmos it is
possible to change the maximum and minimum current paths allowing for complete
control over the VCO’s performance. The minimum current path is chosen to be smaller
than the other transistors to allow for reasonable resistor values. To take advantage of the
versatility of this design we make the current starved inverters natural oscillation
frequency much greater than our original design by cutting the channel lengths in half.
With the selected transistors we now have a maximum frequency of around 30MHz with
a short circuit for the Rfmax resistor. With a short circuit for the Rfmin resistor we have
an fmin of around 13MHz and with an open circuit for Rfmin we have an fmin of 0Hz.

VCO II: 65nmos 64pmos

Output Buffer

In order to drive an external node with our devices a buffer is required for the frequency
range we are using. Assuming a 6pF load for the pins and a 14pF load for our test scope
we will need to drive at least 20pF at 20MHz. Based on the simple RC model we will
need a 20X buffer to drive this load. Since much of our internal PLL blocks have
minimum size output stages and the VCO has a less than minimum size equivalent
driving stage we have chosen to a minimum size first stage to avoid loading internal
nodes. It is not possible to jump directly to a 20X stage and since we want to maintain a
non inverting buffer we will use four stages(1X−5X−10X−20X). 

20X Buffer: 4nmos 4pmos

Filters

In a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) design, the filter smoothes the output of the Phase Detector,



which is a train of variable duty 5 VDC pulses, prior to the signal reaching the Voltage
Controlled Oscillator, which expects a slowly varying DC input. In our chip design,
three filters are instanced and bonded out at the top level: a passive filter, a passive filter
with phase lead correction, and an active filter.  

Passive Filter

The simplest filter to implement is a passive filter, which consists of a series resistance
and a parallel capacitance.   The final version tested had a 50kΩ series resistance and a 10
pF parallel capacitance. The passive filter schematic is provided in Appendix A, Figure
1. These filters have a frequency response H(jw) = 1/(1+jwτ), where τ = RC . A
theoretical Bode analysis of this filter in the Phase Lock Loop shows that the PLL is
stable.   When the phase delay reaches π, the gain is below unity.   

Instance name: PllLowPass_
Sub−Instances: OTA2p

Passive Filter 2

For comparison, a second passive filter is provided with a different resistance, 10kΩ
instead of 50kΩ. The second passive filter schematic is provided in Appendix A, Figure
2.

Instance name: PllLowPass_2
Sub−Instances: OTA2p 

OTA10k

Active Filter with Phase Lead Correction

In addition to the passive filters provided, an active filter as been implemented. An
active filter can be used to make a perfect time integrator, providing the VCO with a DC
signal having the least ripple. However, using a perfect integrator would make the PLL
unstable. A perfect integrator has a frequency response H(jw) = 1/(1+jwτ), where τ = RC
This response has a phase delay of π at all frequencies. To stabilize the active filter
integrator, a small resistor is added in series with the capacitance providing feedback
around the active amplifier. This additional resistor adds phase lead correction. The
frequency response of this modified active filter is H(jw) = (1+jwτ1)/jwτ2 and has a
maximum phase delay of π/2 in the frequencies of interest.  

The active filter design is simple. The iput from the Phase Detector goes through an
inverter first. This is because the feedback around the active amplifier to the negative
polarity terminal results in an inversion of the signal. An inverter corrects this inversion.
After the inverter, the signal, as referenced to 2.5 Volts, is reduced in amplitude using a
resistor network, so that the amplifier input is not overranged. The amplifier output is
then fed back with a RC pair.  The active filter schematic is provided in Appendix A.



Instance name: PllOTAFilter
Sub−Instances: OTAInverter

 OTAWideSing
OTAVRef
OTA2p
OTA10k
OTA100k
OTA400k
OTA1M

Inverter

The input into the active filter from the Phase Detector needs to be inverted. The filter
should average the signal coming from the Phase Detector. An active filter with
feedback to the negative terminal of the OTA will invert the signal around the 2.5 Volt
average. To compensate for this, an inverter is inserted prior to the active filtering. The
inverter schematic is given in Appendix A.

Instance name: OTAInverter
Sub−Instances: PMOS

NMOS

Wide Swing Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA)

An initial design of an active filter using a conventional Operational Amplifier did not
work. At the target 10 MHz operating frequency, the gain of the conventional
Operational Amplifier design was less than unity. Increasing the gain of the Operational
Amplifier did not solve the problem, since the phase delay within the Operational
Amplifier was sufficient to cause oscillation to occur when the gain was increased above
unity. An alternate design was adopted, a Wide Swing Operational Transconductance
Amplifier (OTA). This design was found to be marginally acceptable, with a gain of 12
at 10 MHz. The wide range operational transconductance amplifier schematic is given in
Appendix A.

Instance name: OTAWideSing
Sub−Instances: PMOS

NMOS
OTA250k
OTAPdiff
OTANdiff

Voltage Reference

A 2.500 Volt Voltage Reference was provided by wiring a PMOS and NMOS transistor
between Vdd and Grnd. Under heaviest load conditions, the active filter module is
expected to draw no more than 10% of the current flowing through the Vref transistors



between Vdd and Grnd.  The voltage reference schematic is given in Appendix A.

Instance name: OTAVRef
Sub−Instances: PMOS

NMOS

PMOS Differential Amplifier

A differential amplifier is provided with two PMOS transistors having a common source
connection, two gate connections, and two drain connections. The PMOS transistors in
this design were specified to be the equivalent of 60 µm wide and 5 µm long.  The PMOS
differential amplifier schematic is given in Appendix A.

Instance name: OTAPdiff
Sub−Instances: PMOS

NMOS Differential Amplifier

A differential amplifier is provided with two NMOS transistors having a common source
connection, two gate connections, and two drain connections. The NMOS transistors
were specified to be the equivalent of 20 µm wide and 5 µm long. The NMOS
differential amplifier schematic is given in Appendix A.

Instance name: OTANdiff
Sub−Instances: NMOS

Capacitance

A single 2pF capacitance module is provided, named OTA2p. The capacitance schematic
is given in Appendix A, Figures 8 through 12.

Resistors

For the ease of reuse, most (but not all) resistors were created in separate modules.  These
modules have not sub−instances and are called OTA10k, OTA100k, OTA250k,
OTA400k, and OTA1M. These modules have resistances of 10kΩ, 100kΩ, 250kΩ,
400kΩ, and 1 MΩ, respectively.  The inverter schematic is given in Appendix A.



Chapter 3−Simulation Results

Top Level

CPPFD−I and VCO−I
Closed loop simulation of the PLL was somewhat challenging. Although hand
calculation of the filter and charge pump current values gave a ballpark estimate as to
where we would lock, we had to tweak values within the simulation environment in order
to get to a good lock. The pre−simulation calculations were done assuming that the
capacitance looking into the VCO was negligible compared to the filter capacitance.  This
was mistake number one. In an attempt to keep the entire loop on chip, the capacitance
was scaled down to 2pF. It turned out that this capacitance was not large enough to make
the gate capacitance negligible in comparison.  

Figure 3.1: CPPFD−I and VCO−I Locked in at 10MHz 

Above in Figure 3.1, we see the loop locked in at the center frequency of 10MHz.  The
markers are set on the high and low point of the oscillation after ’effective’  lock.  This is
the plot of the loop after the charge pump was ’ tuned’  to the combined capacitance of the
filter and the VCO.  Before the charge pump was tuned, the control voltage oscillated
around 2.5V, which is the control voltage of the VCO in lock.  



At first, it was believed that by increasing the charge pump current by a considerable
amount we could get rid of this oscillation.  This was proven wrong when the opposite
phenomenon happened.  Increasing the charge pump current by a large amount resulted
in another oscillation around the nominal lock−in control voltage.  This is known as
over−shoot.  It turned out that there is a happy medium where the loop will lock.  We
experimented and found a region where it would lock well.

Figure 3.2: CPPFD−II and VCO−II in Lock at 10MHz

The plot above in Figure 3.2 shows CPPFD−II and VCO−II locked in at the center
frequency. The ability of VCO−II to set a maximum and minimum oscillation frequency
accounts for the lower control voltage while in lock. The only difference between
CPPFD−I and CPPFD−II is the charge pump current value. Each CPPFD is designed to
work with only the corresponding VCO (CPPFD−I with VCO−I/ CPPFD−II with VCO−
II).



XOR With passive filter, VCO I and VCO II

In order to test the functionality of the XOR phase detector with both the VCO’s a
passive filter was used. For this filter we chose a first order RC filter with 100k and 10pF
which gives a time constant of 10 periods(1us) of the input signal. This filter is not
optimized, but this allows us to confirm that the XOR and VCO blocks will function
properly in a loop. The toplevel XOR VCO simulations were done using a square wave
input to the XOR. The output of the XOR is feed through the RC filter and into the VCO.
The output of the VCO is then feed back into the other XOR input.

For a 10MHz square wave input the locking sequence is shown in Figure 3.3 below. It is
evident that the initial oscillation rapidly dies out and the loop becomes locked. The blue
signal is the input, the orange is the output and the red is the VCO control line. The
lockin time with this setup and the passive filter is roughly 4us. This performance could
be improved with optimization of the passive filter.

Figure 3.3: XOR and VCO 10MHz Square Wave Lockin 

Once the loop gains a lock the output and the input have the same frequency with roughly
a 90 degree phase shift. This is shown in Figure 3.4. Only a slight ripple exists in the
VCO control signal and the input and output never lose the lock.



Figure 3.4: XOR and VCO 10MHz in lock

In order for the PLL to function properly it must be able to track over some range of
frequencies around the center frequency. To simulate the capability of the loop to lock
above and below the center frequency we simulate the lock test for 9.5 and 11MHz.
Although the loop may track even further once it has locked it will track at least to these
extremes if it can lock on them. Figure 3.5 below shows the loop locked onto the 9.5MHz
signal. For this simulation the orange is the input, the blue is the output, the green is the
VCO control line and the red is the input to the RC filter. This signal does have more
ripple and the phase is not 90 degrees but the loop maintains the lock.

Figure 3.5: 9.5MHz Locked Signal



Figure 3.6 below shows the lock for 11MHz which is similar to that of the 9.5MHz
above.

Figure 3.6: 11MHz Locked Signal
The XOR phase detector was also simulated with a second RC filter known as the Lag
Filter. This filter is similar to the first passive filter with the addition of a small resistor in
series with the capacitor. This resistor is only 5k ohms. This filter shows that by
increasing the ripple after lockin it is possible to speed up the initial lockin time. Figure
3.7 below demonstrates this. 

Figure 3.7: Lag Filter 



Phase Detectors / Logic 

XORlogic
Simulation of the first phase detector was extremely straightforward. Propagation delay
was not a significant factor, due to the long delay of the first VCO. The only real
concerns with the operation of the XORPD was the output signal shape, the current
driving capability, and that the logic resulted in the correct output.  

Figure 3.8: XORlogic into 1 mega−ohm load

The above simulation(Figure 3.8) was run with a 20MHz square wave input into one of
the XOR terminals, while the other XOR input was grounded. We ran the simulation at
20MHz because when the XOR is used in a PLL, it locks in when the input and feedback
signals are 90 degrees out of phase. This means that if we lock on our center frequency
of 10MHz, we will see a 20MHz pulse train at the output. We see that the shape of the
output is correct. When the inputs are different, the output is high, when they are the
same, the output is low. This tells us that the output will be correct at our target
frequency into a 1M−ohm load. We simulated the XOR with lower impedances and
found that with a 100k−ohm load @20MHz, the output high and low are not exactly zero
and VDD volts, but they are very close. Anything considerably below that will not have
good results.



VCO I Simulations

In order to characterize the VCO we need to get a plot of control voltage vs. frequency
output. This is hard to achieve with the spectre simulation package. The best method
found for performing this analysis was a parametric stepping of the input voltage in a
transient analysis. Once the simulation has completed it is necessary to measure one
period of each signal and calculate its frequency. These results are then compiled in to a
graph(Figure 3.9). 

Figure 3.9: VCO I Vinput vs. Freq. Output

VCO II Simulations

The VCO II simulations add even more complexity than the first VCO. To plot curves for
every resistor combination is impractical. The most realistic method for implementing
VCO II would be for the two resistors to be implemented with the use of potentiometers.
The user will measure the frequency and vary the potentiometers to gain the optimum
frequency range for the application. For this it is only necessary to know the extreme
values of fmin and fmax. The simulation results shown in Table 3.1 maximum and
minimum values for fmin and fmax.

Rfmin Rfmax Fmin(Vc=0) Fmax(Vc=5)

Short Short 11.5MHz 31.25MHz

Short Open 11.5MHz 12MHz

Open Short 0Hz 31.25MHz

Short Open 0Hz 0Hz

Table 3.1: VCO II Simulation Results
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Charge Pump Phase Frequency Detector

Simulating the CPPFD outside the loop was fairly straightforward as well. The critical
factors in the design are that the CPPFD detect the rising edge of both the input and
feedback signals, the CPPFD must (dis)charge the output capacitance when the first
rising edge occurs and stop (dis)charging the output capacitance when the next rising
edge occurs on the other input.

Figure 3.10: 

This simulation plot shows the output of the CPPFD when two 10MHz square waves at a
constant phase difference are applied at the inputs. The top graph shows the voltage over
the output capacitor. We see that since there is a constant phase difference, the capacitor
voltage is reduced by a constant linear rate between the rising edges on the inputs.  

The second graph from the top is the LOW_OUT line. This is the line that tells the
charge pump to take charge off the capacitor (when it is high). Comparing the top plot
and the LOW_OUT plot, we see that charge is indeed being taken of the capacitor,
thereby reducing the voltage over the capacitor.  

The plot that is below the LOW_OUT plot is the HIGH_OUT plot. We see that there is a



spike in voltage on the HIGH_OUT node when LOW_OUT goes low.  In reality, it is this
spike that resets LOW_OUT to zero and stops the capacitor from discharging. From this
simulation it is clear that the CPPFD is functioning properly.

D Flip Flop with Active Low Asynchronous Set and Clear

The DFF was checked qualitatively. The DFF adds little propagation delay, due to its
small number of components. The major concerns with the DFF is that it displays at the
output the information on D when a rising clock edge occurs, and the output waves at
10MHz are sharp. Also, for our purposes it is important that the asynchronous clear
happen when CLR is low.  All of these aspects were simulated.

Figure 3.11:

We see the output waveform at the top, while the CLR−BAR line is the second plot from
the top.  The bottom waveform is the CLK line.  We see that the output is originally high,



until the asynchronous clear line goes low. When the clear line is brought high again, the
output stays low until the next rising clock edge.  The DFF works properly. 

Passive Filter Simulation

The DC performance of the passive filter with 50kΩ and 10pF was simulated. For an
output range from 0.20 to 2.84 Volt, the input voltages must be limited to an input
domain from 2.30 to 2.84 Volt. The average of the input domain is 2.57 Volt, a 2.8%
deviation from the 2.5 target voltage. A unity gain simulation of the OTA showed the
output to track the input voltage well over most of the 0 to 5 Volt test range. The only
deviation from unity gain occurred in the top 20% of the output range. The orange line is
the filtered voltage going to the VCO. The blue line is the 10 MHz reference voltage
being fed into the Phase Detector. The green line is the output of the Phase Detector.
The red line is the output of the VCO being fed back to the Phase Detector. The response
of the passive filter was slightly underdamped. Transient simulation from a 0 Volt initial
state showed an overshoot to 3.2 V  at 2 µsec before settling to 2.5 V at 8 µsec. 

Figure 3.12 − Transient simulation of passive filter module PllLowPass_ in the PLL.



OTA DC Simulation

The DC performance of the OTA was simulated.  For an output range from 0.20 to 2.84
Volt, the input voltages must be limited to an input domain from 2.30 to 2.84 Volt. The
average of the input domain is 2.57 Volt, a 2.8% deviation from the 2.5 target voltage.
The blue line is the output of the OTA.  The green line is the voltage applied to the
positive terminal of the OTA.  The red line is the voltage being applied by the
input/output test circuit to the negative terminal of the OTA.  The orange line is the input
DC voltage being applied to the input/output test circuit.

Figure 3.13 − DC simulation of OTA Input and Output.



OTA Unity Gain Simulation

A unity gain simulation of the OTA showed the output to track the input voltage well
over most of the 0 to 5 Volt test range. The only deviation from unity gain occurred in
the top 20% of the output range. The orange line is the input DC voltage applied to the
unity gain test circuit.  The red line is the output from the OTA unity gain test circuit.  
  

Figure 3.14 − Unity gain simulation of OTA Input and Output.

OTA Filtering Simulation

A transient simulation of the OTA with a feedback loop shows the successful operation
of the circuit. In the example simulation shown below, the input voltage pulse train, in
orange, consists of a 99% duty cycle at peak voltage and a 1% duty cycle at 0 VDC. The
magnitude of the pulse train is reduced to avoid over driving the OTA. The pulse train is
centered on 2.5 Volts. The filtered output voltage is shown in the blue line. Because the
feedback is negative, the high input voltage results in a low output voltage.  
Figure 3.15 − Transient simulation of the OTA active filter circuit with a 99% high duty

cycle pulse train.



Pll Active Filter with Phase Lead Correction Simulation

A transient simulation of the OTA filter in a PLL shows the successful operation of the
circuit. In the example simulation shown below, the 10 MHz square wave being fed into
the Phase Detector is shown in agree. The phase detector output is shown in blue. The
OTA active filter output is shown in orange. The VCO output is shown in red.
Convergence is slower than for the passive filter, taking approximately 10 µsec to
converge, as opposed to the 8 µsec required by the passive filter.  

Figure 3.16 − Convergence of the phase locking in a PLL with an active filter.





Expanded View of Converged Pll Active Filter with Phase Lead
Correction Simulation

A transient simulation of the OTA filter in a PLL shows the successful operation of the
circuit. In the example simulation shown below, the 10 MHz square wave being fed into
the Phase Detector is shown in agree. The phase detector output is shown in blue. The
OTA active filter output is shown in orange. The VCO output is shown in red.
Convergence is slower than for the passive filter, taking approximately 10 µsec to
converge, as opposed to the 8 µsec required by the passive filter.  

Figure 3.17 − Convergence of the phase locking in a PLL with an active filter.



Chapter 4−Layout 

Toplevel Organization

In the toplevel layout the upper left corner of the layout contains the three PFD’s. One is
connected in a loop with VCO I, the second is connected in a loop with VCO II and the
third is bonded out. The externally bonded XOR’s are also in this region of the chip. The
lower right corner of the chip contains the VCO I and II bonded out with output buffers.
The separate output buffer is also in this corner of the chip. The lower left corner
contains the active filters and passive filters. The upper right contains the pmos, nmos
and inverter bonded out. The rest of the area contains metal fill in the form of a logo.

Phase detectors

XOR
The XOR phase detector layout includes 6 NMOS, 6 PMOS and is approximately 
57um x 40um [Appendix B].    

CPPFD−I and CPPFD−II

The layouts for both CPPFD’s include 32 NMOS and 32 PMOS. The design dimension
for both blocks is 173um x 176um. Looking at the layouts [Appendix B] with the
missing corners on the lower−right, we see that the only difference between the two
CPPFDs is the size of the resistor (middle−right). Below the resistor is the charge pump,
and the capacitor can be seen above the resistor. On the left is the PFD block, which
consists of a pair of D flip flops and a NAND. A guard ring surrounds the entire block to
reduce noise on chip.

PFD
The PFD block [Figure (??) Appendix (??)] is made up of a two D flip flops connected
together by a NAND gate. The PFD includes 28 NMOS and 28 PMOS transistors. The
D and SET lines are connected to VDD within the PFD schematic to ensure proper
operation while allowing LVS to pass on each preceding level.

D Flip Flop (DFF)
The DFF block [Figure (??) Appendix (??)] consists of 26 transistors, split evenly
between NMOS and PMOS. There are three sub−blocks in the layout, namely the
inverter (inverter2), NAND (NAND1) and transmission gate (XGATE1).  

NAND Gate
The NAND gate contains 4 transistors (2 NMOS, 2 PMOS) [Figure (??) Appendix (??)].
All of these transistors are minimum sized. Usually, we would size the PMOS transistors
to have twice the width of the NMOS transistors, and then would size the series NMOS



transistors so that the worst case current path in the PUN and PDN are equal. It winds up
that these sizing attempts cancel each other out. 

CMOS Inverter
The CMOS inverter was thrown together, since chip area was not a limiting factor for our
group [Figure (??) Appendix (??)]. The design consists of two transistors, one NMOS
and one PMOS. The PMOS width was scaled to twice the width of the NMOS to correct
for the mobility differences. 

Transmission Gate
The transmission gate is made out of a single PMOS and a single NMOS. The layout of
the transmission gate was also trivial since space on chip was abundant.  

VCO Layout

VCO I Layout

The layout for the first VCO is shown in Appendix ??. This layout has two main sections.
The ring oscillator and the control circuits. The ring oscillator is made of two rows of
current starved inverters back to back. The top row has 15 and the bottom has 16 for a
total of 31 stages. The top row is flipped so that the inverters can share a common nwell
and vdd connection. The inverter transistors are layed out with the gates and contacts
horizontal so that the gate connections for the starved devices and the gnd and vdd
connections can easily be shared throughout the ring. The current mirror is located on the
lefthand side of the layout with the pmos sharing the nwell for the ring oscillator. The
input and output for the VCO I are both located on the lefthand side of the layout. Since
the VCO is a high frequency digital block a guard ring has been added around the entire
VCO block to minimize substrate noise.

VCO I: 63nmos, 63pmos
   176um X 49um

VCO II Layout

The floorplan of the VCO II layout is similar to that of the first VCO. The ring oscillator
has the same basic structure except the inverters have smaller channel length. The control
circuitry section is extended to accommodate the three additional transistors. The nmos
devices are placed on the lower left side and the pmos shares the common nwell in the
center. The VCO II block also has a guard ring around the entire block.

VCO II: 65nmos, 63pmos
188um X 49um

Buffer Layout



The layout of the Buffer was arranged to maintain a rectangular outline that could easily
be incorporated in many places in the top level. A common nwell is used for the four
pmos. A guard ring is also used to isolate this structure from other circuits.

Buffer: 4nmos, 4pmos
55um X 34um



Reliability Considerations

In laying out the modules used in the filter design, all interlevel connects were made with
dual vias. This was done to increase the reliability of the connections, reducing the
probability that a single bad connection would destroy device functionality.  

Passive Filter

Instance name: PllLowPass_
Sub−Instances: OTA2p

Passive Filter With Phase Lead Correction

Instance name: PllLowPass_2
Sub−Instances: OTA2p

OTA10k

Inverter

The inverted design is conventional, with instantiated PMOS and NMOS modules.  

Wide Swing Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA)

Voltage Reference

PMOS Differential Amplifier

The layout of the differential amplifiers was designed to cancel out first order differences
between paired transistors due to linear variances in process parameters across the wafer.
Each PMOS transistor is broken down into twenty individual transistors. Alternating
gate areas are then assigned to Transistor 1 or Transistor 2. The schematic shows five
pinouts: Gate 1, Drain 1, Gate 2, Drain 2, and Common Source. In additional to the
pinouts of the schematic, there is a Vdd pinout to define the voltage of the nwell and a
Ground pinout for a Ground Ring. The nwell is 84 µm wide and 56 µm tall. Electrical
isolation from on−chip noise is provided by both the nwell isolation and the use of a
guard ring around the nwell.  

NMOS Differential Amplifier



The layout of the differential amplifiers was designed to cancel out first order differences
between paired transistors due to linear variances in process parameters across the wafer.
Each NMOS transistor is broken down into four individual transistors. Alternating gate
areas are then assigned to Transistor 1 or Transistor 2.  The schematic shows five pinouts:
Gate 1, Drain 1, Gate 2, Drain 2, and Common Source.  In additional to the pinouts of the
schematic, there is a Ground pinout for a Ground Ring. The ground ring encloses an area
45 µm wide and 42 µm tall. Electrical isolation from on−chip noise is provided by the
use of a guard ring.  

Resistor, 10kΩ

The 10kΩ resistor module is a serpentine pattern 47 µm wide and 8 µm tall. The High
Resistance layer of this module was designed with a 5.1 µm width.   

Resistor, 100kΩ

The 100kΩ resistor module is a serpentine pattern 55 µm wide and 61 µm tall. The
High Resistance layer of this module was designed with a 5.1 µm width.   

Resistor, 250kΩ

The 250kΩ resistor module is a serpentine pattern 61.2 µm wide and 123.9 µm tall.
The High Resistance layer of this module was designed with a 5.1 µm width.   

Resistor, 400kΩ

The 400kΩ resistor module is a serpentine pattern 123 µm wide and 103 µm tall. The
High Resistance layer of this module was designed with a 5.1 µm width. This resistance
is made with two separate modules, each having a 200kΩ resistance. The two modules
are then connected by a Metal1 connector.  This results in this module having an extra net
when LVS is run.  

Resistor, 1 MΩ

The 1MΩ resistor module is a serpentine pattern 57 µm wide and56 µm tall. The High
Resistance layer of this module was designed with a 1.2 µm width.   



Chapter 7−Conclusion

The goal of this project is twofold. First to learn the tools and the process of
semiconductor integrated circuit design and second to build a working PLL. We have
achieved both goals to varying degrees. We have had an introduction to the Cadence IC
design tools used in the industry. This has not been an in depth study of all capabilities
but most aspects of the tools have been used. The process of design was also studied and
followed in our PLL project. We have gone from initial designs through refinement by
simulation to layout and verification. This process is is possibly the most important thing
taught in this project. The tools may change but the basic challenges of layout and
verification will exist in any IC design project. As for the PLL itself. We have
constructed several variations beginning with basic designs and continually refining
them. Several variations of each block(filter, phase detector and vco) have been included
on chip to compare there performance. We have gained an understanding of the basic
requirements and problems involved in designing a working PLL. This project has been
very valuable.  
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Appendix C
Verification



Toplevel Layout

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count
    587     nets
    40      terminals
    51      res
    14      cap
    1055        pmos
    959     nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count
    587     nets
    45      terminals
    51      res
    6       cap
    441     pmos
    443     nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
          1 Pin01
          2 Pin02
          3 Pin03
          4 Pin04
          5 Pin05−SIG_IN_3
          6 Pin06−SIG_IN_1
          7 Pin07−SIG_OUT_1
          8 Pin08−SIG_IN_2
          9 Pin09−SIG_OUT_2
         10 Pin10−SIG_IN_2_y1
         11 Pin11−SIG_IN_1_y2
         12 Pin13−OTAIn
         13 Pin14−OTAFeedBack
         14 Pin15−OTAOut
         15 Pin16−LowPass1
         16 Pin17−Vref
         17 Pin18−LowPass1
         18 Pin19−LowPass2
         19 Pin20−LowPass2
         20 Pin21
         21 Pin22
         22 Pin23−CP_PFD_OUT
         23 Pin24−VCO__II_IN
         24 Pin25−VCO__II_OUT



         25 Pin27−VCO__II_Fmin
         26 Pin28−VCO__II_Fmax
         27 Pin30−VCO__I_OUT
         28 Pin32
         29 Pin33
         30 Pin34
         31 Pin35
         32 Pin36
         33 Pin37−PLL_1_Fmax
         34 Pin38−PLL_1_Fmin
         35 Pin40−PLL_1_out
         36 Trim_1!
         37 Trim_2!
         38 VCOcontrol_1!
         39 gnd!
         40 vdd!

The net−lists match.



XOR LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count

10 nets
3 terminals
6 pmos
6 nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count

10 nets
5 terminals
6 pmos
6 nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
      1 L1
      2 L2
      3 out1
The net−lists match.

CPPFD 1 LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count

20 nets
5 terminals
11 res
4 pmos
4 nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count

20 nets
5 terminals
11 res
4 pmos
4 nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
      1 CHARGE_OUT
      2 HIGH_IN
      3 LOW_IN
      4 gnd!
      5 vdd!
The net−lists match.



CPPFD 2 LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count

22 nets
5 terminals
13 res
4 pmos
4 nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count

22 nets
5 terminals
13 res
4 pmos
4 nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
      1 CHARGE_OUT
      2 HIGH_IN
      3 LOW_IN
      4 gnd!
      5 vdd!
The net−lists match.

PFD LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist count
28 nets
8 terminals
28 pmos
28 nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count

28 nets
8 terminals
28 pmos
28 nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
      1 HIGH_OUT
      2 HIGH_OUT_NOT
      3 LOW_OUT
      4 LOW_OUT_NOT
      5 SIG_IN
      6 VCO_IN
      7 gnd!
      8 vdd!
The net−lists match.



DFF LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count

17 nets
8 terminals
13 pmos
13 nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count

17 nets
8 terminals
13 pmos
13 nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
      1 CLK
      2 CLR
      3 D
      4 Q
      5 QNOT
      6 SET
      7 gnd!
      8 vdd!
The net−lists match.

NAND LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count

6 nets
5 terminals
2 pmos
2 nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count

6 nets
5 terminals
2 pmos
2 nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
      1 A
      2 B
      3 Y
      4 gnd!
      5 vdd!
The net−lists match.



Inverter LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count

4 nets
4 terminals
1 pmos
1 nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count

4 nets
4 terminals
1 pmos
1 nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
      1 A
      2 Y
      3 gnd!
      4 vdd!
The net−lists match.

XGATE LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count

6 nets
6 terminals
1 pmos
1 nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count

6 nets
6 terminals
1 pmos
1 nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
      1 A
      2 CLK
      3 CLK0
      4 Y
      5 gnd!
      6 vdd!
The net−lists match.



VCO II LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count
    100     nets
    7       terminals
    68      pmos
    66      nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count
    100     nets
    8       terminals
    64      pmos
    65      nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
          1 Fmax
          2 Fmin
          3 Trim!
          4 VC_in
          5 VC_output
          6 gnd!
          7 vdd!

The net−lists match.

VCOI LVS

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count

97 nets
4 terminals
66 pmos
64 nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count

97 nets
5 terminals
63 pmos
63 nmos



    Terminal correspondence points
      1 VC_output
      2 gnd!
      3 vdd!

The net−lists match.

20X Buffer

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/layout/netlist
       count
    7       nets
    4       terminals
    12      pmos
    9       nmos

    Net−list summary for /usr/data/ECE547_Fall00/PLL/library/LVS/schematic/netlist
       count
    7       nets
    4       terminals
    4       pmos
    4       nmos

    Terminal correspondence points
          1 In_1X
          2 Out_20X
          3 gnd!
          4 vdd!

The net−lists match.
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